
KI-84 Frank



I haven’t had much luck completing many projects this year, and those that were 
getting close to completion ended up as DNF’s.   Thinking about when I have had 
good success with models in the past I remembered that some of the projects that 
I’ve been most pleased with were ones where I documented the process with photo 
reports.  O.k., a good kit helps too.  
There’s been a lot of good 1/32 scale kits released lately.  The scale has found a 
resurgence as of late.  I had a lot of kits to choose from.  Academy’s F-16 I Sufa, 
Tamiya’s Spitfire or Zero, Hasegawa’s Bf 109’s or Fw 190’s, or Eduard’s Bf 109 E series.  
As I’m sure you’ve figured out I chose the KI-84 from Hasegawa.  I was particularly 
drawn to the subject by the paint scheme possibilities.
Short history, the KI-84 was probably the best Japanese fighter of WWII, but much 
like all axis aircraft, it appeared too late, was plagued with shortages of materials and 
well trained pilots.  
Now on to the build.



The project started on the back porch.  Equipped with a cool alcoholic beverage I was 
ready to start.  All right, I used a little bit of reference as well.  Great book.  As far as 
the KI-84 information in the book, it basically stated that interior colour is unknown.  
Sounds like a license to do what I want.



Like most aircraft models I started with the cockpit.  The parts are easy to assemble 
and it appears that the items should provide a good level of detail.  



I decided that a little more detail was called for.  The most important detail missing 
are seatbelts.  Hasegawa do provide some decal buckles, these could certainly be 
used but I decided to scratch build mine.  The reference photo isn’t necessarily from 
the KI-84, but keeping in mind that the reference for the aircraft interior is vague or 
incomplete I went for a relatively simple lap belt.  The reference photo is on the 
bottom left.  I used the metal from a used tomato paste tube.  The metal was great 
and the paste wasn’t bad either.  I fashioned the buckle from wire and bent the cut 
metal around the clip.  Holes were drilled in the belt on the left.



I tried out my new Tamiya airbrush for a lot of the painting.  It’s a single action brush, 
basically an Iwata.  Got a great deal at it from HLJ at $65.  First step was to paint all 
cockpit details with Polly S Steam Power Black.  Afterwards I used Aeromaster 
Nakajima interior green.  I didn’t paint everything a solid colour.  Raised areas were 
painted more and the middle of panels less to create shadows and variation in the 
tones. 



Next step was to use a small piece of a 3M sponge to add silver wear.  Lots of wear 
was added to the floor.  Vallejo paints were used to paint various colour details.  I also 
added a few wires here and there to add more complexity to the cockpit.  A quick 
gloss coat and then I gave the pieces a wash of brown. 



The various shades on the seat turned out well, although it might be difficult to see in 
the picture.



What didn’t turn out so well was my painting job on the dials.  Sigh, time to correct 
that.



I used the kit decals for the dial faces.  Much better results were achieved.



The individual pieces could now be assembled.



The cockpit assembly is very well engineered to fit into the fuselage.  No chance for 
misalignment here.  The only thing I would recommend is that you do not glue the 
cockpit in place.  Instead just locate it with the pin system.  See the next slide for why 
you shouldn’t glue it.



When I glued the cockpit in place I made sure that I squeezed the bottom of the 
fuselage.  Doing so likely made the wing root area narrower and resulted in a gap at 
the wing root.  That’s as far as I’ve gotten so far.  
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Time to get back to Hasegawa’s 1/32 KI-84 Frank kit.  It’s been a while since I worked on it.  
During that break I decided to also add shoulder straps to the seat.  This was a high 
performance fighter and I figured that lap belts wouldn’t have sufficed.  I used the same foil 
material as before and punched out a couple of disks for the belt connector.  



I was much happier with the addition.  I must admit putting in only the lap belts was pure 
laziness.  Once that was done I taped up the cockpit opening.  Liquid mask (Mr. Sol Neo) 
was used to ensure everything was sealed.



I also worked on the engine a bit.  Adding some spark plug wires should be enough to 
enhance it.  



The first picture shows that the mounting boss needs to be cut shorter to accommodate 
the wires sticking through the ring of the rear cylinder row.  I mated everything and test 
fitted the cowling over everything. 

Looks like my work on 
the rear bank may have 

been wasted.  You 
might not be able to see 

much. 

http://images.wikia.com/southpark/images/4/4b/Timmy.png


The tail wheel fork is a solid section to the tire.  I wanted to make this look a little more 
realistic so I drilled some holes in front of the tire and carved away some of the fork.  
Attempting to do the same on the side of the tire was not something I wanted to 
experiment with.  I was worried about the component strength, but more than likely I 
would have ended up messing up the item.



The rest of the parts were cleaned up.  Standard stuff like ejection pin marks.  The picture 
shows the landing flap ejector pin marks.  There’s a few on the kit, but they’re pretty easy 
to correct.  After washing the model, the parts are ready for painting.



I tried the new Vallejo primer on this model.  It was easy to spray and looks like it has some 
nice leveling properties.  I’ll update its’  performance as I continue the painting process.  
The intention is to have weathered and flaking paint on the aircraft, as was typically seen 
(or is popular in the modeling world).



I did not dip the canopy (originally anyway) in Future as they looked nice and clear.  I 
secured the windscreens with white glue, but they came off too easily as I was handling 
the model.  So in a bath of Future they went so that I could use CA glue instead to secure 
them.  After 24 hours drying time I secured them and started the masking process.  Liquid 
mask was used to ensure no paint could get by any seams.  By the way, the canopy looked 
even more spectacular after the Future bath.



Using the extra fine CA dispenser made from radio control conduit (which is heated and 
stretched to provide a fine nozzle), an attempt was made to fill in any gaps between the 
main body and the windscreen.



There were however still gaps so I used Mr. Surfacer 500 applied with a toothpick to fill the 
area.



Once the filler was somewhat dry I used a Q-tip soaked in Mr. Color Thinner to smooth and 
blend the filler.  This also removed some of the basecoat primer.  Some sanding around the 
area was also done.  The canopy was then sprayed with Aero Master Nakajima Interior Grey 
Green.



Since I want to replicate a chipped appearance I painted areas in silver.  I used a new 
product, Mr. Color Super Metallic.  This looks to be a fantastic product.  It sprays on easy 
(without thinning), dries almost instantly to the touch and produces a nice smooth metallic 
finish.  I’m not just saying that because it’s a ‘Mr. Hobby’ product.  I bet that sprayed over a 
gloss black it would make a nice alternative to Alclad II.  I’ll have to test that theory soon.



Silver being what it is shows lots of little blemishes.  The area of the wiped up primer 
therefore showed up very undesirably.  I sanded the area further and reapplied the Vallejo 
primer.  Good opportunity to test its’ leveling properties.  It did blend in the area nicely and 
just needed a fine sanding to take care of any high spot blemishes.  The silver was  
reapplied and a quick coat of Future was sprayed to protect everything from the next 
step(s).



I used a ripped 3M sanding sponge to apply the masking agent.  I’ve found that this 
produces a nice random effect. 
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Time to start painting the major colours onto the model.  I started with the underside.  I 
started by applying Vallejo white primer.  It doesn’t have to be a solid coat, patchiness is 
actually desired.  I try to concentrate the majority of the colour into the middle of each 
panel.   Then on small access panels I sprayed a highly thinned Aero Master French Tan.  I 
spray this towards the back of the plane.



The next step was to spray high thinned XF-20 along all panel and rivet lines.  As it turns out 
this colour was very similar to the French Tan applied to the access panels.  This was 
another ‘Timmy’ moment.

Timmy!

http://images.wikia.com/southpark/images/4/4b/Timmy.png


Using XF-53 and a ‘Post-It’ note at the front of each panel line, I sprayed the front of the 
panel aiming the airbrush towards the back.  This may seem like a lot of work at this point, 
but it was a matter of giving the airbrush a quick spray cleaning with lacquer thinner 
between each step.



Time for the final undersurface colour.  I mixed H-75 with a little white.  The mixed colour 
appears a lot lighter than the jar colour, but this should look darker once applied onto the 
other base colours.



The first photo shows the right side of the wing painted.  The close up photo shows some 
of the tonal differences.  Each panel was spray individually, moving the airbrush from front 
to back.   The pictures probably don’t show what
the eye really sees.



The main colour of the underside was now done.  The instructions stated that the wheel 
wells should be the same colour, however to add some contrast I painted them an interior 
Japanese green to add some contrast.  As mentioned at the start of this build anthology, 
colour reference is vague so I viewed this as license to what I want.  I’m sure some IPMS 
member is having a stroke right now.  I then masked the lower side edges in preparation to 
paint the upper surfaces.



I used the same multi colour painting approach as I did on the undersurface.  I mixed up 
the most putrid colour imaginable (X-28 and some X-2) and applied it as a base coat.  At 
this point the model would look beautiful to only those who have not been blessed with 
the gift of sight.  Hang in there, I was a bit worried too.  Again random covering of the paint 
versus a solid coat.



It was time to try the French Tan colour again.  Streaking back on access panels and several 
other panels were also filled in with this colour.  



Using XF-11 I highlighted all the panel lines and also used a ‘Post-It’ note at the front of 
each panel to streak the paint rearward. 



I used XF-58 for what was supposed to be the final blending coat.  Once the paint was 
applied I wasn’t quite happy with the final result.  Obviously it was much better than the 
base coat. 



I then followed the with another final blending colour, this time XF-61.  The top picture 
shows the difference that the XF-61 produces.  



I‘m much happier with the result now.  There’s still lots of panel variation present that will 
hopefully still be there as future gloss and dull coats are applied.
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In the last update I had finished applying the top coat.  I then unmasked the lower 
surfaces.  I ran into one issue where the paint peeled off, in one section only.  It also took 
the primer base with it as well.  Frank mentioned that he has also run into this problem.  
Not sure if it’s the Vallejo primer or if I pulled off the masking tape too aggressively.  Will 
have to keep an eye out for this in the future to see if I run into this issue again.  If that’s 
the case the Vallejo primer won’t be used if any masking is needed.  I’ll fix this area later.



Next step is to do more masking for the white bands that highlight the meatballs.  Started 
using 1 mm masking strips and then regular masking tape beside it.  



I used Zero Paints pure brilliant white.  This paint provides excellent coverage.  It’s 
available from HiroBoy out of the U.K.  The unfortunate thing about the paints is that aside 
from the exchange, Royal Mail will rape you with shipping charges.   



I used Tamiya 40 mm masking tape and an Olfa circle cutter to create the masks.  A little 
playing around with the positioning and it’s ready for the red.



I mixed Gunze red with a little Tamiya black for the meatballs.  I sprayed more paint along 
the panel lines to make that area darker.  It’s starting to look like a plane now.



There were some areas that needed touch ups.  I used Vallejo white to touch up the areas 
around the meatball.  The Mr. Hobby paint trays come in very handy (there’s my Mr. 
Hobby plug for this update ).  They clean up real quick too.  The straight line bleed along 
the white band will need further attention.



Another problem I ran into was some white overspray on the wings.  I think this may have 
been when I was painting the fuselage band.  After all these years you’d think I would have 
learned to do a better job masking everything.  I guess it was over confidence in the 
airbrush and its’ capability.  In theory a gloss coat might blend this away, but I’ll likely 
touch this up with some green.  Rework, rework…



I tried a light sanding to address the overspray but it didn’t do much.  There were also a 
couple of areas where the paint was rough that I sanded.  The sanding removed some of 
the liquid mask I had in place so I re-touched it again before spraying over the area.  The 
picture of the cowling on the right gives some indication what the chipping effect will look 
like.



A light overspray with XF-61 blended everything in nicely.  Time to start masking for the 
yellow.  Hasegawa do provide decals for all the yellow sections, however I prefer to have a 
go at painting it all.  I typically use Tamiya tape.  When narrower sections are required I 
use Aizu tape (Hobby Link Japan).  Same characteristics as the Tamiya tape.  I also tried 
Jammydog tape for the first time.  It’s slightly thicker but has more adhesion strength.  I 
recommend both tapes.  Having specific widths on hand comes in handy as the next slide 
will show.



I used various widths of tape to make parallel lines to the white band.  Once all the 
sections are masked, I remove the tape sections where the paint goes.



When I said I prefer to paint the yellow sections, I also meant the more complicated 
markings.  Some might think of this as a bit crazy, but Hasegawa’s decals aren’t necessarily 
the best, and I’ve ruined many models at the decal stage.  So if I can, I mask and paint 
these as well.  I start by placing Tamiya 40 mm tape over the decal.  Using a straight edge I 
cut out the shape.  The section to be painted is then placed on the model.  This is done to 
make alignment of the masking easier.



Using the mask where the paint will go as a guide, I used the cut out areas and additional 
tape to mask off the area.  The inner mask is then removed exposing the area for painting.



This is what the plane looks like with all the areas to be painted yellow masked.  Then 
regular masking tape is used to cover the rest of the areas from overspray (I hope).



I mixed up a batch of yellow and orange, the yellow being the predominant colour.  Before 
thinning the mixture I also saved some in a smaller jar in case touch ups are required.  I 
then added Tamiya lacquer thinner and thinned the paint to a milk like consistency. 



When spraying any colour, and especially yellow do not try to paint the whole area in one 
shot.  We all probably know that but I find that I have to keep reminding myself of it.  It’s 
easy to get carried away.  One trick I use (as per Frank) is to look at the surface sideways.  
Look for wetness rather than opacity.  Obviously you want to avoid wetness which will lead 
to puddles. 

Quick tip:  Store your respirator in 
an air tight bag.  This will extend the 
life of the filter.



This is what it looked like all sprayed up.  I painted the propeller and its’ hub as well.  The 
next part will be to unmask everything.  I’m worried about 3 things.  The paint pulling off 
(as outlined at the start of the update), seeping of the paint through the mask, and 
overspray.   



I was careful when pulling the masking tape off, and didn’t experience any paint pull off.  I 
also did not come across any paint seep or overspray.  



The only issue that came up was the ‘45’ marking on the tail.  The edges have some paint 
build up and there’s some unevenness on the lines.  With careful sanding and touch ups 
this may not be a big issue.  The ‘4’ looks a tiny bit crooked but this may not be a big deal 
and may be hidden when the red shadow is added.  But that’s for the next update.
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In the last update I had finished painting the tail markings including the numbers.  The 
numbers were a bit rough but I thought I’d be able to fix that with the red shadow.  I did 
some masking of the number and had intended on airbrushing the red shadow.  This 
quickly turned into a pain due to the size of the numbers and the curved areas.



I then has a go at hand painting the red shadow with the intention of going back and forth 
with touch ups.  I quickly realized that my original intention had been too optimistic.  This 
just wasn’t worth all the work that it was turning into.



I grabbed a local beverage and decided to revert back to the decals.  I masked off the area 
and sanded the area smooth in preparation for an overspray of paint.



This is what the repainted area looked like.  Not something I was happy with, so time to 
consume more beverage and consider my next step.  



While mulling my next step I decided to proceed with the tail marking shadow.  I masked 
off the appropriate areas and sprayed it a reddish mixture.  This had been my intention 
with the numbers.



Aside from some minor touch up, I am pleased with the result.  I’d also like to point out 
the paint that is coming off.  I’ve never really encountered this in the past and I think the 
Vallejo primer is at fault.  The instructions say to apply the primer directly.  I had thinned it 
and will have to experiment in the future to see if the un-thinned primer creates the same 
issues. 



I also decided what I was going to do with the tail panel.  I masked the area and used Mr. 
Thinner on a dampened Q-Tip to remove the paint.  I immediately removed the masking 
tape to ensure there was no bleeding of the thinner through the mask.



I then prepared all the paint for the area so that I could spray in quick succession.  I 
followed the previous paint pattern to get the panel matching the rest of the aircraft.  I 
then placed the model back in Mr. Dry Booth.  



Next onto the decals.  I was worried about the one decal that I had used as a guide when 
cutting the masks.  Sure enough it disintegrated trying to get it onto the model.  The 
solution…the number code is only on the port side.  Anyone is free to dig up photographic 
evidence that the code was on both sides.  



Earlier when I was painting the yellow markings I also took the opportunity to paint the 
propeller.   I used 3 mm mask at the end of each tip to ensure the marking width was the 
same.  I also used 0.4 mm mask for the line ¾ of the way up.  I then used AeroMaster red 
brown primer to paint the propeller.  It will be a sad day when I run out of my stash of 
AeroMaster paints.



The propeller hub was also painted and you start to get an idea of what the chipping effect 
will look like.  That’s it for this update.  I hope there’s less (or none) screw ups that I need 
to deal with in the next update.
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Time to get the model ready for a coat of Future.  Before the Future can be applied a little 
more prep work is required.  I started by addressing the area where the paint and primer 
had come off.  I masked the area in preparation for sanding and painting.  The next slide is 
dedicated to Trevor.



Mr. Hobby promotion time.  I used Mr. Hobby G Tool to sand the area.  It’s basically a 
battery operated toothbrush.  A variety of sanding pads are available for the head.  It 
makes the sanding task easier as it allows for a lot of controllability.



Area sanded, primed with Polly Scale Steam Power black and repainted.  The panel has a 
different tone to the rest of the undersurface, but it really doesn’t matter since the whole 
panel was masked off.  It should blend in nice when all is said and done.



At the wing root area especially, the paint finish had become rough.  You’ll also notice 
remnants of the liquid mask at the wing trailing edge.  This needs to be removed still.



I used a 3M Microfine sanding sponge to smooth out the rough areas.  I obtained it from 
HLJ (I know, made in England, shipped to Japan and then shipped to Canada).  I cut a small 
piece and used a tweezer to hold it as I sanded the wing root and other rough spots.



You can also see the chipping effects.  I’ve used the liquid mask before with success, this 
time however it was harder to remove all the mask.  Perhaps it’s the multiple layers of 
paint.  I’m happy with the result but am not sure if I would do it again this way.  I still 
added some additional chipping with a small paint brush.



The model was then given a misting of Future.  Care is required when applying the Future 
as you want to avoid any pooling which will result in drips.  Holding the model up to the 
light at an angle helps to show the area you are covering.  A light misting is all that is 
required.  The Future was thinned with just a little bit of alcohol.



Time to let the coat of Future dry thoroughly.  While waiting I started to work on the 
exhaust pipes.  They are molded solid, so I used a small drill bit and a knife to open up 
slots.  No need to get the edges razor thin.  The opening should increase the realism.  
Liquid cement was dabbed on the openings after they were worked on.  This will 
smoothen everything out.    



The exhaust pieces were attached to masking tape, primed black and then painted with 
XF-64.  The instructions call out for burnt iron, but I find this too metallic looking.  I much 
prefer the rusted and heated look that I obtain using the red brown.



The exhaust pipes were glued onto the cowling.  The engine was attached next.  Although 
not shown in the picture, the engine was given a simple black wash and the plug wires 
were painted black.



I started to apply a wash into all panel lines and recesses.  I used MIG Productions dark 
wash, not because it’s the best wash but because it was easy to purchase a pre-mixed 
wash.  MIG produces a number of different colour washes.  The left side has the wash 
applied, while the right doesn’t yet.



I also added some brake lines to the landing gear.  Some simple drilling of holes including a 
junction fitting halfway up the main strut.  Next all the part to be painted with Humbrol
silver were masked.  It’s getting close to being finished.  One more update might be 
enough to show off the finished product.
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Nearing the end folk.  On the last update I was preparing the landing gear and the flaps for 
painting.  Here are the results.  I used Humbrol silver on the landing gear and on the inside 
surface of the flaps.  The brake lines on the main gear were painted black.  The flap picture 
also shows the difference that a quick wash produces.



The finished flaps were then installed onto the wings.  Nothing dramatic here.  Hasegawa 
has done a good job with the mounting system.



Attaching the gear doors is also a simple affair.  There are matching locating tabs on the 
doors and on the gear that make the attachment easy.  The center doors and tail wheel 
doors also fit well.



The tires were hand painted with Panzer Aces (Vallejo) dark rubber.  The effect was a little 
too grey for me given the area being covered, so I airbrushed a fine coat of Gunze tire 
black to create a more realistic rubber look.



I cut a v-groove into the radio wire attachment points and carefully drilled small holes into 
the top of the fuselage.  



Once the mast antenna was glued to the fuselage, I used invisible nylon thread to tie a 
knot around the mast.  The length of thread was then stretched and the weight of a 
clothes pin held it in place.  I tried white glue at first to glue everything together, but in the 
end 5 minute epoxy proved to be most effective.  



The next step was to airbrush some exhaust stains.  I started with a highly thinned coat of 
light grey. 



The next step was a coat of red brown, again a highly thinned mixture.  I tried to leave a 
hint of the grey along the outside edges.  I’m aiming for a multi layered effect.



I still wasn’t quite happy with the result so I followed up with a thinned black.  This gave 
me the effect I was looking for.  Don’t forget to paint the main gear door section.



Hasegawa provides small clear ‘blobs’ for the navigation lights.  I drilled a small hole in the 
undersides of them and then impaled toothpicks into them.  The units were then dipped 
in clear red and green.  The instructions suggest blue instead of green.  Sorry for the blurry 
picture on the right. 



White glue was used to secure them.  I was quite happy with the result.  These pictures 
are out of order as I secured the lights after I had flat coated the plane.



One note.  I tossed the original landing light cover as it was thick and didn’t fit very well.  I 
plunged a piece of heated clear packing material over the wing earlier in the build and cut 
out the lens.  Unfortunately the lens has disappeared.  The upcoming final pictures of the 
model therefore don’t have the lens.
I wanted to finish the update on the
weekend.  The lens is the last item
to be completed on the model.



The cannon barrels were drilled out and then the cooling holes were also drilled out.  The 
ability to do this speaks to the nice moulding and to the kit being 1/32.  This would be 
infinitely harder, if not impossible to do in 1/48.  



The model is now ready for the flat coat.  I gave the model a sweep with a makeup brush 
to remove as much debris as possible.  For the flat coat I used Gunze flat (H-20).  This 
leaves a nice eggshell type of finish, not completely flat with a hint of sheen.  I find this 
creates a more realistic metallic appearance.



This picture gives a good idea of what the Gunze flat produces in terms of finish.



Once I unmasked the transparencies I found a couple of issues.  The one rear pane had 
some overspray.  This was easily fixed by carefully using a rounded toothpick to scrape 
away the overspray.  There were also a few places where paint was missing on the frames.  
A small paintbrush was able to fix this. 



Time to reveal the finished product (minus that stupid landing light lens).

















Conclusions:  Nice kit.  There’s some things I would consider doing different.  I should have 
considered scratch building the pilot seat, as typically Japanese planes didn’t have the 
padding represented in the kit version.  Maybe I’ll try that next time.  I had envisioned 
more chipped paint effects, but I got what I got using the liquid mask.  As always I learned 
a number of things, all that I’ll likely end up forgetting again.  I was happy overall with the 
transparencies, as this area tends to be a shortcoming for me.  Is it a contest winner?  Who 
knows and who cares.  I built it for myself and am pleased with the result.  I’ll have to have 
a go at finishing the other kits I have on the go before starting another new one.  No build 
reports until then…if everyone is still interested in them.  I hope you were able to get 
something from them.  




